
 DEKRA iQC LIVE™ helps increase profits by 
reducing rework and liability. 

Contact DEKRA today for more  
information or to schedule a demo!

Live Monitoring: 
Real-time notifications alert you to 
problems early in the repair process.

Cloud-Based Access:
Track and validate from anywhere on 
almost any device.  No download needed.

Experienced Validators:
Monitored by former insurance  
adjusters and collision managers  
who understand your business.

Flexible:
Manage data by nation, by region,  
by location or by repair.

Mobile Access:
Put quality control in the palm of  
your hand. 

OEM Experience:
DEKRA works with the largest  
German and European OE Collision 
programs in North America and  
around the globe. 

Each month collision centers lose 15-20% in profit due to rework.  DEKRA 
iQC Live™ reduces rework and liability, helping increase profitability via 
independent, third-party monitoring and validation of your quality control 
standards. Our cloud-based portal is a one-stop-shop for tracking QC 
status, accessing dynamic dashboards, viewing monthly reports and 
driving accountability with estimator and technician scorecards.  You’ll 
even receive alerts when immediate action is required during the repair 
process, not just when the vehicle is complete.

DEKRA iQC Live is highly customizable.  We work with you to align the 
system with each step of your QC process, providing validation at every 
step along the way.  Color-coded alerts identify status as “Proceed”, 
“Caution” or “Stop Work,” enabling you to identify process gaps and 
avoid costly rework and potential liability in real-time.  Plus, our integrated 
chat functionality allows for quick responses. Estimates, photos and 
videos can easily be uploaded, time-stamped and saved in the tool, while 
reporting can be viewed for all locations, by Nation, by Region, or by 
Individual site.  

Discover the DEKRA Difference
DEKRA has been a trusted name in safety since 1925. Globally, we 
employ 43,000 people in more than 56 countries and our clients 
include the world’s largest auto manufacturers.  We specialize in testing, 
inspection and certification and we’ve enjoyed a strong partnership with 
German and European OE collision programs in North America since 
2014. Our mission is to drive safety at work, at home and on the road.

DEKRA
iQCLive.na@dekra.com
470-632-1606
www.DEKRA.us/iQCLive
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